
Do you remember what day tomorrow is? The day
of discounts – Thursday!

2024 5 June

Only tomorrow, on June 6, as part of our Bright Thursday promotion, we are
announcing 20% off fares for the following flights until the end of the published
schedule:

 

from Tashkent to Bangkok, Yekaterinburg, Krasnoyarsk, Nizhny Novgorod,
Novosibirsk, Tokyo, Ufa and roundtrip;
from Samarkand to Irkutsk, Nizhny Novgorod and roundtrip;
from Urgench to Moscow and roundtrip;
from Nukus to Istanbul and roundtrip.

 

The promotion is valid only one day – from 00:00 till 23:59. Hurry up to purchase air
tickets at www.uzairways.com, in the mobile app, at the Uzbekistan Airways Sales
branch or from the airline’s agents.

 

In addition to the passenger and cargo fare, there are various taxes, fees and
surcharges. The 20% discount does not apply to fees, taxes and various surcharges.

 

Detailed conditions of promotion:

 

1. The discount period is June 6, 2024 from 00:00 to 23:59;
2. Provided discount amount:



for adults - 20% of the fare;
for children from 2 to 12 years old and children under 2 years old, occupying a
seat in the cabin - 20% of the published fare with a child discount;
for children under 2 years old and not occupying a seat in the cabin, this
discount is not presented;

3. In the case of a refund/rebooking/reissue, the discount provided to the fare
does not apply to the fees charged for the refund/rebooking/NO-SHOW, for
children it is charged in the prescribed manner (using a 25% discount). To
calculate the refund amount for a partially used airline ticket, the fare for the
used section is deducted without applying the discount provided;

4. In case of reissuance/rebooking airline tickets issued earlier on June 6, 2024,
the discount is not applied to the fare;

5. In case of reissuance/rebooking of partially used airline tickets issued with a
discount, the recalculation is made on the date of ticket issuance (i.e., with the
discount applied);

6. The period of transportation is not limited (the duration of the transportation is
determined by the rules of the applicable fare; the issuance of air tickets is
allowed to the depth of the published schedule);

7. Combining discounts is prohibited, except for children;
8. Discount is allowed for all published individual economy and business class

fares only on the direct route from Tashkent to Bangkok, Yekaterinburg,
Krasnoyarsk, Nizhny Novgorod, Novosibirsk, Tokyo, Ufa and back, from
Samarkand to Irkutsk, Nizhny Novgorod and back, from Urgench to Moscow and
back, from Nukus to Istanbul and roundtrip. Not applicable on Codeshare flights
and for fares published under commercial agreements (SPA).

 

 

Uzbekistan Airways is the largest airline of Uzbekistan. It has the status of a Joint
Stock Company. The fleet includes Boeing 767/787, Airbus
A320ceo/320neo/321neo/A330, L-410, ATR-72 aircraft.

The airline is constantly expanding its route network and aircraft fleet, and
improving its service. Ensuring flight safety always remains an unchanged priority.



Uzbekistan Airways performs scheduled and charter passenger and cargo
transportation, including low-cost Uzbekistan Airways Express.

Uzbekistan Airways structure also includes the following companies: Uzbekistan
Helicopters LLC, Uzbekistan Airways Technics LLC, Catering LLC, Training Center
LLC.

 


